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Adi Shakti Puja Thlk Synopsis
June 9, L996, Cabella

oday we are going to worship
the Adi Shakti and the reflec-
tion of Adi Shakti within you is
the Kundalini. We can say this
is the worship of the Adi Shakti
and Adi Kundalini." The entire

universe, and all universes have been created by
the Adi Shakti. There is only one God, but He
can manifest His powers in different forms and
express Himself through these manifestations.
First He created the power of Adi Shakti. This
creation made the primordial sound, logos or
AUM, consisting of the three powers, A, U and
M. The Adi Shakti embodies the desire of God
Almighty which comes from His compassion for
His own expression and reflection.

"I would say that He must be tired of loneliness
so He must have thought of creating a partner
who will manifest His desires." The power of
God separated from Him and began to manifest
His desire to create. Thus to express Her joy of
the attention, chitvilas, the Adi Shakti created
the universes, the earth, the nature, the animals,
the human beings and the Sahaja Yogis.

God Almighry's idea was to create human beings
without telling them anything, as better animals
than the rest of the animals. But Adi Shakti, the
Mother, wanted to create human beings as mir'
rors for God Almighty to see His own image and
character. "That's how this long range of evolu-
tion took place," so that human beings would
know where they had come from. "'We must
know that we come from nature." The nature
knows it comes from the Mother Earth, and the
Mother Earth has her own Kundalini. She is a
living, understanding being.

In nature each plant and animal has its own
limitations. Everything is regulated. If the
Mother Earth did her work at a faster or slower

Speed it would not have been possible for human
beings to come into existence. The whole plan
has been worked out, how the Mother Earth
moves around the sun causing the seasons. That's
why the power of Adi Shakti is also called
Ritanbarapragny4: "the power that does all the
living work, all the organization, all the creation.
In our human ego, we start thinking that we do
something, we can create; we cannot."

Whatever our birth, country, or culture, we are
basically all the same. "'We are all bound by
some common principle of life, and the common
principle... is that we all have Kundalini within
us." Animals do not have the full form of
Kundalini that can be awakened. "But in the
human form only it has evolved as a connection,
as the one that is the Divine force within us,
which is the reflection of the Adi Kundalini,
which is so easily awakened in this Kali Yuga.
This is the common principle we all have, so we
have to respect all the people, all the human
beings, whatever nation they come from...
because they all have their Kundalini."

"Then there are people, as you people are... who
are enlightened people, who'have got your real-
ization." \Uhen you understand that the whole
of creation is the enjoyment of the attention of
the Primordial Mother, it's just a play and an
enjoyment. You have asked what it will feel like
when you have fully achieved your spiritual
growth. If you are asking, it's because you are not
there yet. Once you have achieved that, you
have no questions. You become the existence,
and begin reflecting the character of Divinity.
The Divine character has been expressed in
every religion by the highly evolved souls.

Now that our Kundalinis are awakened, we are
aware of this power within us. We have come to
know what happens when we deviate from the
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middle path of our ascent. The Kundalini which
is the expression of the Primordiai Mother, tells
us on our fingertips. We must undershnd, not
mentally, but from our hearts, that we have
Divine vibrations which can tell us what we
need to know to work things out.

Nothing in nature is haphazard. Every leaf of a
rree is placed so that it receives sunlight. The
nature is so harmonious and beautiful. Only
human beings spoil nature by not understanding
that we come from nature and must respect it.
From the Mother Earth came the carbon and
chemicals that went into the formation of
human beings. "A1l this leads us to understand
that we have a very big responsibility."
Evolution has taken many thousands of years.
"Now you all have reached a state where you
have become yourself, you know yourself.... This
is a very big jump in the evolutionary process....
It is very important for you to worship the
Adi Shakti and the Adi Kundalini."

Unless and until you are fully identified with the
knowledge that you have the chakras within you
and that they must be awakened through the
Kundalini, "there's always a possibility that you
will deviate from the path of your perfection."
Many people who come to Sahaja Yoga are not
impressed with the behaviour of some of the
Yogis that they see and because they are mental,
they start to question Sahaja Yoga. "There are so
many ways of people relating to the power of
the Divine."

"As you are seeking, also the Divine is seeking
you." Your seeking is a gift to you from the
Divine. The Divine has given you your intelii-
gence, your wisdom, whatever you have. If the
Kundalini has given you all this then you must
understand the need to keep Her happy.
"There's a relationship between the realized
souls and the Divine.... When the Divine makes
you happy and you are happy, then the Divine is
huppy." It's a relationship as close as the moon
and the moonlight. This in-built reladonship

should give you full control over yourself and
your development.

"You must surrender." If you surrender to the
Divine out of fear, it has no meaning. It is
external and will create problems because it has
a reaction. "But your surrender to Divine is
extremely joy giving. Like a salt which dissolves
into the sea... automatically. That soluble nature
is really joy giving if you can just feel within
yourself that... you are dissolved with the ocean
of the Divine. And then, what takes your form is
nothing but extreme love, compassion and as a
result, extreme joy."

Many people feel that it is difficult to forgive,
but not to forgive is horrible. "There's a great joy
in forgiving... and as soon as you forgive, the
Divine takes over and will look after you.
Nobody can disturb you, but first you must sur-
render to the Divine." If someone needs to be
corrected, the Divine will do it in such a beauti-
ful manner that it is worth seeing how it works.

People have heard of the Divine power in every
religion, but very few have felt it. And those
who felt it had no way to help others feel it. So
whatever they said became like a story to people
and they couldn't believe that such a power
could really exist. Now you know for definite
that this power is there because you have felt it,
and whenever you feel it you also feel the joy.
You can discover if something is true or untrue
because you can see on the vibrations. Through
Her poweE the Adi Shakti tells you the truth.

People feel that if they forgive, "then it's not the
truth, because he has definitely harmed, and if I
forgive that means that I accept that he has not
harmed." But whether you forgive or not, you
are not doing anything. If you forgive someone
out of compassion, then that compassion
becomes the muth. "All the absolute truth that
you know is through the compassion of the
Divine power."
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People may say that the vibrations told us to do
it this way, yet still this bad thing happened. It
does not matter. '\0ilhatever has happened has
happened. If you feel the vibrations and act on
them, that is what matters, not the end result'
There may be some drama going on. If you ate
witnessing the action as if you are watching a
play, then what happens will not disturb you.
"How it works, how it is organized is not your
headache. You just have to see the play of the
Divine, how it works out." Many of you have
seen miracles, yet still you do not have enlight'
ened faith to just accept the way things work
out. "It should not be assumed that once you are
a realized soul that the whole world can fall at
your feet-not necessarily.... It's a beautiful
enjoyment of the attention of the Adi Shakti."

If you can really become the witness, you get dis-
solved into the Divine power. Adi Shakti puja is
so important because if Adi Shakti had not
incarnated this would not have been possible.
The incarnation had to be able to "encompass
all the angularities of this human life." Adi
Shakti can see human beings as a whole, and the
unifuing thread in all of them. Some are gen-
uinely seeking more, some less, but even the
seeking is also given by the Adi Shakti.

In evolution, first one fish came out of the sea
and then a dozen, then shoals of fishes. It is the
same way in Sahaja Yoga. Already we have
crossed the number that Saint John talked
about. The time is right and there are still many
who want to take to Divinity. All the nonsense
of modern times should not disturb you because

; it is through this big drama that it will all work
out in a beautiful manner. After some time the
Divine will dissolve all the useless things that we
have, like out conditioning and our ego. By the
year 2000 there will be many in Sahaja Yoga.
And once there are many, even more will take
to it-that's human nature. Then in turn even
more Divine Power will manifest.

You should see to others in the same way that

the Sufis, Nagpantis and Gnostics went all out
to tell others of the Divine power. "You will do
everything that is needed, you will give up all
nonsensical activities and you will really
dedicate yourself to emancipate other people.
And amazingly as you will do this, your own
level of spirituality will rise.... Nothing should
deter your compassion to be expressed" when
you see others being drowned in the onslaught
of evil. This is the work of the chicq.,ilr, the
enjoyment of your attention. "The more you use
this power, the better it will be."

"You have to go to the areas where so far you
have not gone. \7e haven't got many peiople
from the black race... so I think I'm going next
year to Africa to work it out." In your compas-
sion you will want to bring solace even to those
who are not seeking. We can create some Non-
Govemmental Organizations (NGOs) to look
after those who are starving or who have other
uoubles. Only Sahaja Yogis can do 'social work,'
because you don't have lust or greed. Those who
normally do this work often get entrapped in the
desire for power or money. Others become like
missionaries, trying to convert people by force.
But you all simply enjoy your compassion, not
anything else. "Once you know where lies the
enjoyment, you will try to have more of it, and
more of it, it's so easy now for.you to do it."

'Women especially can work this out. Women
have a stronger sense of compassion and forgive-
ness because they are mothers. A mother does
not expect anything; she just wants her child to
be happy and healthy. "And as you are married
also, your husbands will feel so much strength-
ened by your own nature of Divinity."

There is nothing to sacrifice for God. The only
thing you sacrifice is your brain. Some ladies
complain that, 'l have to cook, I have to clean,
I have to look after the children.' "Otherwise
what will you do? ... You have to do something!"
By complaining you only sacrifice your happi-
ness. If you are enjoying your own Self, nothing
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will disturb you and you will never feel tired.

Men and women both have Kundalini, but
women are more on the left and have more
power of compassion. Men have more power of
action. "The compassion has to become active.
In this combination, everything will work out in
a beautiful manner, but if that balance is not
there, it is going to be difficult." Most of our
marriages have been successful, but some mar-
riages have been unsuccessful because some of
the women have been men and some of the men
have been women. "l get pain to see that unnec-
essarily they are creating problems," especially if
both are Sahaja Yogis.

You should understand the relationship between
God Almighry and Adi Shakti. "It's complete
unison, complete understanding. God Almighty
is the spectator, He's watching the work of the
Adi Shakti. She is compassion... but if someone
tries to do something against the Adi Shakti, He
takes charge and changes the whole scene in
such a manner that vou don't understand how it
has happened."

In the same manner the Sahaja Yogis should
have unison, understanding and enjoyment
among themselves. "If a Sahaja Yogi cannot
enjoy, who is going to enjoy life?" How can a
person whose Kundalini is awakened, who has
felt the all-pervading power of love, who knows
the muth, who is standing on the complete one-
ness with the Divine, have any kind of problem?
You are sitting in the Kingdom of God.

Some are still in a limbo state, neither human
being nor yogi. This must be overcome. It gives
others a bad impression and has an effect on

your life as well. You must grow into that full
understanding of what you have and who you
are and surrender what is perverting you, what-
ever is distracting you, whatever misleads you,
your ego and conditionings. To know God, you
must know yourself. To know yourself you must
evolve; you must purifii yourself and enjoy.
There are many areas in which even the more
evolved Sahaja Yogis have to enter into and
work out.

Many yogis still feel sad that their father or
mother or brother is not a Sahaja Yogi. The
seekers are the ones who are your real relations.
Once the seekers have all joined, then those
who are not seekers, who wait and wait, the
mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, children, all
will jump in. But first find out the seekers and
grow in quality.

"My attention is of course with you and every
time you think of Me, I'll be at your service
fully." If you are finding things difficult it is
because you take it upon yourselfinstead ofleav-
ing it to the Paramchaitanya.

"I think if there is any puja you should do, it is
this one, is Adi Shakti... This is how you grow.
This reflection improves and you grow more and
more within yourself, through the power of
Adi Shakti or through the power of Kundalini....
So you have to worship and it's the best way
to please your own Kundalini, your own
Mother, who has given you this birth. May God
bless you."

one copy of this lecture and... hear it"Thke
again.
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Guru Puja Thlk Synopsis
July 28, L996, Cabella

he system of gurus started a long
time ago in India, at the time of
Patanjali or earlier. There is no
organized religion in India but
in ancient times there were
rishis and munis. In order to

receive realization the seeker had to get permis-
sion to go to a very great realized soul. These
gurus never used to leave their own seat or takiya
and would only accept disciples who passed
exacting tests of their capacity to achieve self-
realization; very few could pass. They did not
feel love and compassion for the seekers; they
didn't understand that the seekers are ardentlv
seeking and should not suffer.

So to get Gwupala. the position of a guru, and
then that of a saint, one had to work very hard.
Itt not like in Sahaja Yoga where everyone can
get realization. "I just thought if people get their
realization, they'll see for themselves. what's
wrong with them, they will introspect them-
selves and will try to correct themselves." This
works for many people but some still delude
themselves into thinking they have achieved a
lot or are very special without introspecting.
"This delusion makes them very narrow-minded,
selfish, self-centred and people can't believe how
they can be Sahaja Yogis."

"Sahaja Yoga has worked out because Parama-
chaitanya is uansmitting compassion." This
never happened before. "lt is there because I am
a Mother." Through this compassion you have
your realization. But because you achieved it so
easily you don't realize what you have. "Still we
do not practise meditation, introspection and
dedication. Some are very much there but most-
ly we are just living in the idea that we have
already achieved it."

"Are we concerned about ourselves?" Do we

always think we are suffering, or that we have
some problem? If you are all the time worrying
about yourself, "then you cannot break through
this shell of your being." If your attention goes
on physical comfort, on what you are wearing, or
if you want to have very comfortable bathroom
arrangements, then you are still on a body level,
which you have to transcend. "All this makes
you yet not a good Sahaja Yogi."

Try to punish your body, by sleeping on the
street for example, so that you understand that
you are not bound by the comfort of your body.
You should be able to feel the same no marrer
what the surroundings. "It's alright if you have
comfort, well and good; if you don't have, well
and good." For very old people some comforts
may be necessary. It is not that you are to
become a sanyasi, but from within you should be
able to dominate your body. "lf you are a fuss
pot, then you cannot impress others that you
have got self-realization."

Many people ask what you have done in order to
get your self-realization so easily, without much
wpasya. It is because of your desire to get self-
realization. But desire alone is not sufficient for
your ascent. You must see what is wrong with
you in the light of the spirit, and try to correct
yourself. The rest of the world is mad, wanting
and running after things which have no mean-
ing to spirituality.

"Spirituality itself should be self-satisfuing.... This
self-satisfaction within you will lead you to that
ocean of joy... Nirananda," In that state, nothing
is needed. You simply enjoy the joy of that state.
You are h"ppy because of the joy that you have iir
the Nirananda state. In the olden days, the saints
would fast for days in this state without even
realizing they were fasting. Now you have the
power to achieve this type of mastery.
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An important point is that some Sahaja Yogis
still hold grudges toward others. "Sahaja Yoga is
the blessings of love, blessings of compassion.
There is no place for any kind of hatred or any
kind of revenge or anger among Sahaja Yogis. If
you have that, you must conquer it." If you find
someone who is very hot-tempered or fussy,
make friends with that person. 'Just see if you
can caffy on with that person or not.... See that
you achieve that peace which will keep you
above all kinds of hatred."

If you lose your temper easily then you are not
yet a Sahaja Yogi. If you cannot control your
anger, then how can you manifest the power of
compassion and love? "But you don't even have
to control it-it's just there." But if you are only
sweet and loving . with good-natured people,
what is so great about that? Through your com-
passion, love and affection, by talking sweetly,
you can melt the anger of someone who is a
Sahaja Yogi.

Secondly, you have received your realization
only through Mother's love and compassion. In
the olden days the saints used to be mostly angry
types of people because they couldn't bear the
stupidity of the world. But now "you have to
know that compassion and love is the only
power you have got, nothing else." If you only
love yourself, your family, your children, you
haven't achieved much. You have to go beyond
these limits and express your love. Compassion
has to flow everywhere, like water. If you are
satisfied with yourself and think that you are a
great soul, you are mistaken. "ln this lifetime
you can get to that state within yourself."

The third thing that troubles Sahaja Yogis is
that they want God's realization. You are already
there. If you are in the ocean already and you
want to go to the bottom of the ocean, just slip
and you will be there. Once you have jumped
into the ocean of compassion, there's no need to
achieve anything. "The sense of achievement...
is all coming from your human haunting.... Now

you are Godly people.... Just go on slipping, just
giving up all the weights that you have in your
heads and it will work out.... You have to
dissolve yourself into the compassion."

"Also, there are still many who want to be in the
front.... Nobody has right to sit in front or to
seek a place. They should sit wherever they get
a seat to sit down with complete satisfaction.
W.hether you sit in front or at that corner or
even in the darkness, you can get My
vibrations." Tiying to be prominent is
unnecessary. What do you get when you are
prominent? "To be lost into the crowds, to be
lost into the ocean of love is the main thing."

Still people try to achieve nonsensical things.
\7here is your attention? "If you are thoughtless
you will be satisfied, you will be happy, you will
not ask for anything.... All these ideas come
from ignorance.... Anybody who thinks he is
doing a lot of work for Sahaja Yoga should give
up completely. That's the sign of another
ignorance. If you are part and parcel of the
ocean, everything is done by the ocean; you are
doing nothing. To have such ideas about yourself
shows how little you know about yourself....
Once this 'l-ness' drops out then only the
universal being within you shines." All your
conditionings and misidentifications must be
given up in order for you to rise above your
mind, which is a myth.

Many yogis in the West are very attached to
Shri Canesha. This is because they are still
subtly identified with Christ and Christianity.
So when they sing all the songs of Shri Ganesha
and no songs about the guru or about Sahaja
Yoga then the vibrations stop. 

)

Yogis might feel that icons of Mary or paintings
of Christ carry vibrations. But these are only
according to the imagination or the condition.
ings of the artist, each with his own sryle. How
can that compare to photographs of Shri Mataji?
There is a reason that cameras, loud speakers,
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and airplanes have all been developed for this
incarnation, not earlier. In this time, science has
supported those seeking the ftuth, for which we
should be thankful. Because of this Sahaja Yoga
has been able to spread to so many countries of
the world.

You were also bom now for this special reason.
"But I wonder if you understand your calibre.
The way you are sometimes growing shows that
you don't know what you are, how much the
whole atmosphere has worked out for you... to
achieve the highest state in the shortest time.
But for that one has to be extremely introspec-
tive... This introspection will help you and you
will really become real gurus. \fhen you go to
other villages, other places, other cities, people
should know frgm your b.ntg itself that some
great person has come. You don't have to tell,
you don't have to certifi/, it's the simplicity of
your temperament itself."

In Leningrad, 6,000 people attended the pro-
grams just from seeing the photograph. They arb
so sensitive to spiritualiry, they could feel it just
from looking at the face on the posters. 'We

should have this level of sensitivity. Then you
do not have to judge or think about anything.
You just know clearly the absolute truth. This
sensitivity does not depend on how long you
have been in Sahaja Yoga or whether you are
younger or older, male or female. It is just there.

"ln My lifetime if I see so many of you so much
transformed, looking so beautiful... creating such
a good atmosphere, it's more than satisfaction

, for Me and sometimes I think there is nothing to
" be done now anymore-6.nished. But then they

invite Me... so I'm just doing. But to be very
frank I am ovet-satisfied."

Once you plant a tree and look after it for a few
years, then it looks after itsell and can give
fruits. In the same way you should grow by your-
self. "Of course, you will find people who are
stupid, who are aggressive, who are not at all
Sahaja Yogis and trying to be Sahaja Yogis-you

find all kinds. So just see them, that's a11."

So what are the criteria for a guru? First a Guru
must be without desires-Nirvicharis. If you srill
have desires then you cannot have the powers. It
only works when you are desireless. So when a
desire is overpowering you must leam to divert
your attention. You become desireless by getring
into thoughtless awareness. Just witness your
desires in peace and then tell the desire, "I am
very satisfied. Now don't come. I don't want it."

It is the compassion itself that becomes the
power. In small, sweet ways you can express your
love. "It's very important. The whole world
needs today love and peace and you have to give
peace and love to every one that is possible."
Non-Sahaja Yogis must also be neated with love
and respect. You should not expect or feel that
you should get something in return. Many have
come to Sahaja Yoga and have gained so much,
then have betrayed us. But they are the ones who
lose in the end, so we are not to be bothered.

llry to see that your mind doesn't react. Reacting
is a habit. If you are reacting, nothing can go
into your head, into your heart, or into your
attention. The reaction itself is a sign that you
have not developed properly within yourself.
Your enlightened attention cannot enter into
your mind or body because you shut it down by
reacting. "You cannot see anything just for
seeing's sake. You must react. This comes with
tenible conditioning which has to go away."
Otherwise arguments start, then fights, then
wars. "If you tell your mind,'Nothing doing. You
are a myth and I am not going to react to
anything,' then 99.9 per cent of the problerns
will be solved."

Last but not least is ego. "l can't understand a
saint having an ego... it's so stupid." It's a kind qf
domination. If the slightest thing goes wrong or
somebody says something, you get angry. "That
means that your power of love and compassion is
still not full." If you coffect others, it must be out
of love-not for selfishness or any gain.
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Ego comes out of ignorance as well as out
of stupid ideas about yourself-that you are
something great. Ego makes you arrogant. If
you are humble from within, from your heart,
enjoying your humiliry, then this ego can run
away. Introspect. "You ate not here just to
carry on some jobs, but you are here to become
saints. Then this ego should be made into a
great instrument of love and joy-you can, it is
not difficult."

You can react to things in a sweet way or in a
deadly way. Then the humour comes in, and you
speak as if fragrant flowets are coming out. Then
every action will be gentle, kind, sweet,
forgiving, loving. "Start with this kind of an
ego... You will be surprised how you can really
conquer the whole world."

"On this day of Guru Puja, this Guru is supposed
to tell something to his disciples about correct-
ing themselves. In My own sweet way I have said
it to you, which you shouldn't mind. I don't
mean to condemn you by any chance but to give
you a proper sense of introspection... by which
you all get your gurupala.... My only vision is
that I should see all the Sahaja Yogis drenched
in the power of love, enjoying each others' love,
enj oying each others' relationships, and improv-
ing relationships. I know there are problematic
people... but if you cannot solve the problem,
what's the use of your becoming masters?"

"So I leave it to you to solve your own ptoblems
which you are facing, and introspection with
love and compassion, not by condemning
yourself. I'm sure you can manage it. May God
bless you."

Guru Puja Seminar in Cabella, J,tly 1996

At this Guru Puja we again attended the "miracle"
of more than two thousand people, including
numerous children, moving from one place to
another, meeting each other, having their meals
and sleeping in sleeping bags, as if the place had
always received so many people. Even the food,
mostly prepared by the lndian women's skilful
hands with impeccable'attention, underwent a
"strange" multiplication. It is unbelievable that
those few fires around the kitchen could cook so
many delicious and fragrant dishes.

THunspavr lvtu 25
The atmosphere is cheerful, the castle rising up as
though ro meet the blue sky, the birds are gliding
joyfully spreading the vibrations all around. Sahaja
Yogis are meeting one another and there is a fusion

of languages, paths and spirits! Hence, only one
phrase comes to mind: Thnnkyou,Mother.

Fnroev, Jutu 26
Everything has become more colourful. More
Sahaja Yogis crowd around the castle of our Guru.
In the late afternoon a play, "Jesus the Son of Man"
by Kahlil Gibran is performed in the village square.

Shortly before 10 pm a voice spreads through the
air: "Everybody to the hangar. Shri Mataji is going
to come." After a while Shri Mataji is in front of us,
overwhelming us with vibrations, light and joy.
The evening ends in bhajans.

Serunnev, Jvw 27
The fog tones down the colours and sets the mood
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of detachment. Shri Mataji's photo in the medita-
tion room has a magnetic look. It penetrates into
your being, you can feel Her smile within yourself
and strangely enough Her expression even changes
at intervals. She looks like a young maiden!

In the evening the huge video screen allows a kind
of splitting of images which somehow looks mirac-
ulous. Shri Mataji is right in front of us and also up
there in a sequence of images. The evening unfolds
with many well-done performances-\Testem clas-
sical pieces, poetry reading, folk dances, including
a Taranwla from Naples, and wonderful voices
singing Torn a Stmienm and O Sole Mio. Even the
children performed, doing a play called "The New
\Uorld," and finally lots of bhajans completely filled
our hearts with joy.

SuNoaY, Jurv 28
A deep blue and golden throne is waiting for our
Guru. On the backdrop is a sun whose rays expand
Her splendour. Two large bandhans of flowers and
leaves frame the upper part of the pendal and on
rhe floor so many lights and {lowers. Shortly after
9 p.m. the images on the screen show us the lit-up
castle, the white car and at last Shri Mataji in per-
son. She is right there with us, radiantly smiling
and another miracle takes place: the numerous
drops form an ocean, the spirits come together and
the Sahaja Yogis become united with the All-
Pervading Power. lt is like being lost while Her
words flow on and Her image fixes in our hearts.

On Monday there are more songs and bhajans.

-pmng Dolce, Palermo newsletter team

ffi

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. What is the greatest thought for a
Sahaja Yogi?

8. What is the greatest victory for a
Sahaja Yogi?

9. What is the greatest handicap for h
Sahaja Yogi?

10. What is the greatest loss for a Sahaja
Yogi?

11. What is the greatest need for a
Sahaja Yogi?

The Greatest Truths for a Sahaja Yogi
At Shri Krishna Puja 1996 in Cabella, Shri Mataji met with leaders from

all of the countries. During that meeting, She asked the following
questions, and provided very profound answers.

What is the greatest mistake for a
Sahaja Yogi?

What is the greatest blessing for a
Sahaja Yogi?

\ilIho is the greatest fool?

What is the surest thing in life for a
Sahaja Yogi?

What is the greatest pleasure for a
Sahaja Yogi?

What is the greatest opportunity for
a Sahaja Yogi?
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The Greatest Truths for a Sahaja Yogi
Answers to the questions on the previous page.

1. What is the greatest mistake for a 7. What is the greatest thought for a
Sahaja Yogi?Sahaja Yogi?

To believe in your mind. Thoughtlessness

2' what is the greatest blessing for a g. what is the greatest uictory for aSahaja Yogi?
SahajaYogi?

Collective consciousness 
Over ego

3. Who is the greatest fool?
He who does not recognize the Tluth. 9' 

lhat 
is the greatest handicap for a

Sahaja Yogi?

4. What is the surest thing in life for a Egoism
SahajaYogi?

Your Mother's love 10. What is the greatest loss for a Sahaja

5. What is the greatest pleasure for a 
Yogi?

Sahaja Yogi? To lose the image of Mother in your

Pure Joy-Nirmal Anand 
heart

6. What is the greatest opportunity for a LL. What is the greatest need for a Sahaja

Sahaja Yogi? Yogi?

To give realization to people Absolute faith-Nirvikalpa

News from Around the World
Shfi Mataii at the and centre our attention before meeting a great j

R;t"i Ai[';"i H"il saint in about an hour. 
]

28th June 1996 Shri Maraji spoke about the things which keep us l

- away from reality, the ideas to which we are
It was breathtaking to look over the valley of seats attached, giving the example of the England versus )
and VIP boxes which fill the Albert Hall in Germany lootball match in which peoples' atten- ,
London. Once we found our seats we listened to tion had become so involved that after the match
calming Spanish guitar and synthesizer music there was fighting, as if it really mattered who won :
which accompanied a video slide show of pho- and who lost! Her talk was immensely loving and
tographs of Shri Mataji. We were informed that, as compassionate. She mentioned the problems of
an introduction, music would continue, to calm some eastem bloc countries (e.g., Bulgaria) where
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Sahaja Yoga is banned as a cult. "They say we are a
cult, when we have done nothing but good for peo-
ple. Alright, if we are a cuh there should be some
more cults like that!" This drew applause and
laughter from the whole hall.

Shri Mataji gave realisation just by asking us to feel
the vibrations on our hands, above our heads and
towards the sky! There were more than 3,000
people in attendance, of whom about 350 were
yogis. Everyone felt the cool breeze. There was also
a very professional choir singing bhajans with an
ensemble of four-part voices. Obviously they had
prepared well for the evening. Later the same
evening 300 people ate dinner at Chelsham Road
which is not a large ashram! It was such good fun.
The Royal Albert Hall programme was working
just like a puja!

'Indumati Fikentschei, France

Derby Programme, uK
On the same day as Kundalini Puja in Cabella this
year, the main Hindu temple in Derby was host to
about 40 Sahaja Yogis from Cheshire, Derby,
Coventry and Birmingham, who gathered to give a
presentation of Sahaja Yoga. Through the acquain-
tance of a Yogi from Birmingham, the president of
the temple received realisation, and wi were then
invited to offer the experience to all. About 50
local people attended on the day, and, after their
regular Sunday worship, two pictures of Shri Mataji
were unveiled by the temple president who gave a
lively talk, introducing Shri Mataji 

"s 
a Dirrin"

Incamation.

By chance, and to everyone's amazement, a lady
stood up in the audience to announce that she had
been a;good friend of Shri Mataji's whilst at
Medical College and went on to painr a glowing
picture of our Divine Mother. She later attended
the Royal Albert Hall programme and was invited
to Guru Puja, too. By the end of the meeting all
had received realisation and about ren showed
immediate interesr in the Albert Hall programme,
further asking us to srart regular meetings ar rhe
temple which all the local communiry will be
invited to experience' 

-Mike sharp, uK

Exhibition in Scotland

For some time now we have been anxious to have
a travelling exhibition to help spread Sahaja yoga
in Scotland. Based on the exhibition which the
Swiss devised in 1987 and which travelled all over
Europe and part of India, we have at last managed
to organise 12 large panels, based on the chakras,
which form the backbone of the exhibition. This
we set up in the main hall of the Central Librarv in
Stirling to coincide with the April-May Stiriing
Arts Festival. The librarian was sufficientlv
impressed to suggesr we keep it up for an addition-
al week! Perhaps rhe 'expo' could be duplicated
and used in other places. Any interest from other
centres would be welcome.

We have been visiting Stirling for a year now and
have met some very deep seekers. A meeting in
Musselburgh (a suburb of Edinburgh) has recently
started on Thursdays. In Edinburgh itself rv. .orr-
tinue to have weekly meetings at Scotland Sffeet,
which are primarily for the established collective,
with newcomers always welcome. Scotland is beau-
tiful and Edinburgh one of rhe most spectacular
cities in Europe. There's a grear welcome for any-
one who comes by road, rail, foot or air.

-lan and Rosemary Scotland

Shri Mataji's Visit
to Czechoslovakia
11th-l3th July, 1996

Each visit by Shri Mataji purs a mirror before our
collectivities. Whatever has to be worked out,
before and during Shri Mataji's visit some similar
problems appear. Luckily Shri Mataji visited
Hungary, Bulgaria and Romania before Czecho-
slovakia because we were renovaring Shri Mataji's
Ashram, and 16 days before Her coming still some
walls of Shri Mataji's bathroom were missing. When
we saw that the arrival of our Mother was coming,
even those who usually prefer to "relax" started
working. Maybe this is a way to leam thoughtless
awareness because if we would start thinking ar the
beginning what is to be done, we would nor believe
it can be finished by Shri Mataji's anival.

continrcd. on page 14
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The Twelve Imf,ms
Mahdi is the name of the last of the 12 Imdms. The
first ImAm was Ali, son-in-law of Mohammed.
According to Islam, and in particular the Shiites,
Mahdi comes at the time of the Last Judgement to
save the world. The retum of Mahdi constitutes the
most frequent prophetic theme of the ImAms. Al-
Kulmnt and al-Nu'mAni consecrated an entire chap-
ter and lbn BAbfiyne passed down in 13 chapters the
predictions of the Prophet, Fatima and the 11 Imdms
on the subject of the Twelfth Imdm.

The obscured presence of Mahdi totally dominates
the religious conscience of Im6mism during the
period of his disappearanee until the retum of the
awaited Saviour.

Atthe moment of birth alightpiercedthe top of the chib's
heod mdreached inm dw dcpths of tln tlry.t This child
is the Mahdi, he who will fill the earth with equality
and justice just as it is now filled with oppression and
injwtice.

The ImAm says: "As to the way of benefitting from
my presence (literally "to benefit of me") during my
disappearance, it is similar to the profit we gain from
the sun while it is hidden from sight by the clouds."
[Ibn-Bab{ane, b\b 45, no. 4, 1 1 1485]

The universal precursory "Sign" of the retum of
Mahdi, He who Guides, consists of the general inva-
sion of the earth by Evi[, the victory of the forces of
Evil over those of Good, which in some way demands
the manifestation of the ultimate and final Saviour
(eschatological). If this does not happen, the result is
that the entirety of humanity is engulfed by darkness.

"Here we find extracts from the eulogies of Ali b. Abt
Thlib describing various components of the "Sign,"
the retum of Mahdt. The "Sign" manifests as follows:
people will neglect prayer, squander the divinity
which is conferred on them, legalize untruths, prac-
tise usury acc€pt bribes, construct huge edifices, sell
religion to win this lower-world, employ idiots, con-
sort with women, break family ties, obey passion, and
consider insignificant the letdng of blood.
Magnanimity will be considered as weakness and
injustice as glory, princes will be debauched and min-

isters will be oppressors, intellectuals will be traitors
and the readers of the Koran vicious. False witness
will be brought openly and immorality proclaimed in
loud voices. A word of promise will be slander, sin
and exaggeration.

The sacred Books will be decorated, the mosques
disguised, the minarets extended. Criminals will be
praised, the lines of combat narrowed, hearts will be
in discord and pacts broken. I(/omen, greedy for the
riches of this lower world, will involve themselves in
the business of their husbands, the vicious voices of
man will be loud and will be listened to. The most
ignoble of the people will become leaders, the
debauched will be believed for fear of the Evil they
will cause, the liar will be considered as truthful and
the traitor as trustworthy.

They will resort to singers and musical instruments...
and women will ride horses, they will resemble men
and the men will resemble womeo. The people will
prefer the activities of this lower world to those of the
Higher World and will cover up with lambskins the
hearts of wolves. [KamAJ, bAb 47, no. 1, lll525-28]

The QA'im (Mahdi) comes to re-establish the lost
sense of sanctity. Firstly he will re-establish Islam to
its original purity and integrity. [al-Nu'mdnt, op. cit.,
pages 333-59 ("The Qd'im")l

He will do as did the Prophet, destroying that which
was before just as the Prophet destroyed the rituals of
the period of ignorance, and he will establish once
again Islam. Our Q6'im will repair the Mosque and
will reconstruct his Mecca. The Q6'im will bring a
new Order, a new Book, a new Legislation and a new
Tladition. (Yqttmu l-qd im bi'anwin jalid wa kftAWn
johid wa Qadh'im jadid wa swuldtus jadiflda.) [al-
Nu'nftnt, bAb 13, page 336, bAb 14, pages 36 ad 3781

The other religions, also abandoned and disfigured,
will be equally re-established in their original Tiuth
and Purity by Mahdi. $bn-Bdbttyne, bAb 129, 11161;
Ibn-Ayyash, Mugtad- Ab 1 8 1 59l-

He will extract the Torah and the other Divine
Books from their cavems and will judge amongst the
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faithful of the Torah according to the Torah' amon€st
the faithful of the Evangiles according to the al-
Zabur and amongst the faithful of the Koran accord-
ing to the Koran. It is the universal initiation by the
Imdm for all men into the secrets of existence and of
their own religions, and this is without doubt the
meaning which must be understood by the term
Mahdigiven by the fifth ImAm al-Bagir: "Mahdi ("the
Guide") is named as such because it is he who will
guide (yahdi) us in the secret teachings." [al-Nu'mAni,
op. cit., pa1e342)

In this way the awaited ImAm (al-Munnzm)
Malhdi, QA'im, will prepare the earth for the Last

Judgement and the Resurrection.

The battle of Qd'im will mark the ultimate victory of
the "believers" against their "enemies" and the uni-
versal and final esnblishment of the "religion" of the
ImAms.

Imdm JA'far recounting a vision he had about the
coming of Mahdi says that at one moment, "9000
angels descend from the sky and then 313 more
angels (the first), those who accompanied Noah in
the Ark, and Abraham when he was thrown into the
fire, and Moses when the seas of the ocean were part-
ed for him, and with Jesus when he was lifted up by
God to be with Him."

The number of Companions of QA'im-Mahdi (aslwb
al.Qd'im) , "the men of sincerity" (ahl aLil<hbs), "the
sincere devotees" (al-l<lwllas) is, as the number of
fighters ofBadr,313. Each one ofthese 313 compan'
ions carries a sword on which is written "a thousand
words, each one giving access to a thousand more."
At the moment of the Advent, these 313 men will be
dispersed in different parts of the world.

Says the Koran: "surpass yourselves in doing good
works, wherever you may be God will gather you all
t6gether." fQ. II, al-Bagmall48l

The fifth Imdm says: good works (al-l<nyrdt). This is
the faithful love towards the Imdm (al.wahJa),
"where ever you may be God will gather you all
together," describes the Companions of QA'im, the
313 who will gather together within one hour just as
the clouds rush together in Autumn. fAl-Kulaynt, aI'
Rawda,IIll45l

...Some amongst them will walk upon the clouds.
Their names as well as the names of their fathers,

their qualities (hilya) and their ancestry ftwsab) are
known to us. fal-Nu'mdnt, op.cit., bAb 20, page 445sq;
Ibn B1bfiyne, op.cit. , bab 58 , no. 24 , 111672l

All or some of them (according to the different tra-
ditions) will be sent by the Imdm to different places
on the earth where they will dominate everything,
even the birds and wild animals will obey them. flbn
BAbfiyrc, op.cit,, bib 58, no. 25, 111673l

All the faithful joining the ranks of Mahdi will be
gifted with special miraculous powers, in particular
those of super-sensitive communication with the
ImAm. At the time of the Advent of our QA'im, says
J6'faq God, may He be exalted and glorified, will
develop the hearing and sight of our faithful in such
a manner that, without there being a messenger
between the QA'im and themselves, he will speak
with them, and they will hear and can see him with-
out him having left the place where he is. [Al-
Kulayni, al-Raw da, II I 491

For decisions which rhey have difficulty in taking,
they will receive instructions and direction from the
Imdm who will write on the palms of their hands,
they need only look and then execute the orders. [al-
Nu'm.dni, op.cit., bAb 2141

God speaks: "O Mohammad, these are My friends,
My pure elect, and My proof after you for mankind.
They are your legatees and your priests and the best
of My creatures after you. By My Glory and My
Majesty I will manifest through them My religion
and I will raise through them My Word; by the last of
them (Mahdt) I will make the earth pure of My ene-
mies. I will establish him from the sunrise to the sun-
set throughout the entire earth; I will confer to his
power the wind and will lower for him the stubborn
clouds. I will help him with My Army and aid him
with My Angels until he raises My Name and the
creatures acknowledge My uniqueness, and then I
will prolong his reign and I will ensure the succession
of My Friends over the time until the Day of
Resurrection." [Ibn-BAbftyte, 'IlaI, bAb 7, pages 6J;
KunAI, bAb n, na. 4,11256; 'UJmt,IlbAb 26, no. 22,
page 2631

I GuiAodrvine, Amir Moizzi, Paris, UE.P.H.E., Paris en Sorbonne.

al Kulaynl, Usfil K K. al-Hujjan, Bab Ma Ji a fi l-ithna' ashar,
1U468-485; al-Nu'mini, K al Ghayba, b6b lQ pages 201-281.

Ibn-Bib0yne, Kamdl al-Din, beb 5 24-28, pages 256-385; see also
Id, llaf, beb 12; Nahj al-Balasha, pases 295,424-25,458, 1158,
l l80 and 1222.
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News from Around the World
continuedfrom page ll

And then the plane with Shri Mataji is landing and
our hearts start beating more, and at the same time
great silence is fulfilling our souls. Thanks to one
Yogi who is working at the airport, Shri Mataji was
received as a V.l.P. No comment necessary. \7e sug-
gest that all our brothers and sisters pray for one
Yogi or Yogini to work at your airport. By desiring
Mother's comfort, it will definitely happen.

On the way from the airport Shri Mataji was saying
that we don't need to struggle, that we have
achieved it already. She was explaining the differ-
ence between westem people and Indians who
know that Self-realization was a goal all their lives
and now they've achieved it. But westerners always
think about what we should achieve further.

Anival at the Ashram was very nice and a red
carpet was watching Shri Mataji's steps into Her
roorns. It was beautiful to offer service of the house
to Her who is worshipped there. \il7e realized also
how lucky we are that Her Holy Lotus Feet touched
this place, and that we can be there again and
again. Shri Mataji was speaking about certain
points which are definitely important for our collec-
tivity, but maybe also for all of us. She said that it's
very important for a woman to be really a woman.
A woman is a woman when she is sacrificing, when
she gives to others, when she has love for others.
\7e felt so much later on, that these are the women
who create a home in our ashrams. Maybe all our
dear sisters who live in ashrams could "struggle" a
bit collectively to create Shaktis, Lakshmis in the
ashrams, forgening their ideas about how they do
certain things, taking the best from each other, and
really creating beautiful homes which will be exam-

.ples for the whole world.

Shri Mataji gave us some advice:
o blueberries with sugar are good for the liver

o it is not good to eat banana in the evening

o drink orange juice only in the moming

o for massage of small children, sun{lower oil is not
good because it contains a lot of heat and can
influence our liver and whole right side. Olive oil is
much better.

In the aftemoon before the programme there was
quite a strong rain. The public programme took
place in a nice hall. The majority of people there
were Yogis from Austria and Germany, as well as
those from Czechoslovakia. The programme was
very deep and Shri Mataji was giving Realization in
the short way. People just felt il She was saying that
now we will get strong people here.

We measure the follow-ups.by the number of people
who come. One would feel disappointed about the
ten people who came, but then what was She saying
at the airport? Her last words were, "ENJOY
YOURSELF!" Aaaa, we can enjoy even ten
people!!! She wants to teach us that we should be
able to enjoy anything that She is sending our way.
Programmes became full of vibrations which was
not so common in Prague. JAI SHRI MATAJI!!!
Thank You, Mother, foibeing here. Thank You for
being our Mother.

-Radim Ryska, Czech Republic

Sahaja Yoga in Norway

A little more than a year ago Shri Mataji blessed
the Dutch collectivity by asking them to start
Sahaja Yoga in Norway. The Amsterdam ashram
started to get together to watch videos of this beau-
tiful country in order to come closer to its people.
We listened to stories about their historv and their
way of life.

Since September 1995, every weekend a little group
of Dutch yogis, supported by brothers and sisters
from Belgium and Germany, has gone to Oslo to
give programs, which is a one-way distance of about
1,600 kilometres from Amsterdam. rUfe stayed
ovemight in a hut outside Oslo in the middle of the
countryside. The first Norwegian seekers at that
time could not believe their eyes that we would
come to Oslo just to give a program. They thought,
"These people must have a good rezrson to come all
the way to Oslo just to give Sahaja Yoga programs."

The vibrations that were guiding the group of yogis
that went on these missions were incredibly strong
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and beautiful miracles were happening. One of the
f rst groups of yogis srarred with a big havan in the
forest in the evening. A little Ganesha puja was
being done outside close ro the hur and rwo yoginis
were offering flowers ar the Feet of Shri Mataii.
lhen they had finished their offering, Shri
Ganesha's fonn clearly showed up in the con-tours of
the flowers lying on Mother Earth. The Deities
must be h"ppy that a new counrry has opened her
gates for our Divine Mother.

In springtime 1996 anorher blessing carne ro
Norway. There is a Norwegian yogini (Sidsel) who
got realisation in Ausralia. Through the Internet
she found out that we were organising programs in
her native counrry. She and her husband intended
to go to Norway for a holiday. Around the time of
ghe Adi Shakti Puja in Cabella, they decided ro sray
for a longer time in Norway to help the counrry ro
open up for Sahaja Yoga! So now rhere are a few
established Sahaja Yogis already in the counrry.

Another_yo-gini from Belgiurn (Rita) had a sffong
desire to help. She decided co spend a long summer
holiday in Oslo supporring Sidiel there. 5o at rhe
beginning ofJuly she went with her car full of Sahai
equipment ro starr this divine mission.

From this momenr it felt as if Mother's blessings
w_ere continuously present and showering upon
Norway. A really beautiful hall was found in the
c€ntre of the city, which was given free of charge for
the-period o{ one year! The lady who arrangeJ this
hall is herself looking forward to joining rhe course
and is already helping by offering thJ use of her
photoco_py machine and by joining us in making
posters. It is like Shri Mataji is sending the angels ro
help.

Another lady, who runs a big New Age centre, told
us rhar she had had enough of expeniive New Age
happenings and would like to come to the Sahal
programs. A friend of hers invited us ro give them
Self-realisarion at their home. The three of ur rerrt
there and we were received in a beautiful cozy
house. !7e gave rhem a little program and after-
wards their Self-realisation. One of the ladies rold
us that she had been wairing ar her friend's house
for one hour before we arrived. She said. "l knew
that this Self-realisation would be the bie chance in
my life rhat I was wairing for." lVe were-invited for

a beautiful dinner and these two ladies will
certainly join the course.

P_ostering in Norway was a joyful experience.
Nobody refused posrers. They were very cooperative
and took time to listen to us. Stress does not exist in
this peaceful country. Perhaps that is the reason
why the Nobel Peace Prize is given by Norway. We
went to see the hall where the presentation takes
place. All the walls are covered wirh paintings by
the famous Norwegian painter Edward Munchl On
the podium where the ceremony takes place, a
pginting called "The Sun" covers the background.
This painting clearly shows rhe openingk rhe
Sahasrara, and we all felt silent iniid.. We ,n.rrt
into meditation while rhe cool breeze was dancing
all around us.

We were so excited about the program that we
arrived two hours beforehand in-order to prepare
everything. Twelve very good seekers arrived.-We
could immediarely tell that rhey were deep seekers
and.it was very easy ro give the introduction. They
really-appreciated Shri Mataji's introducrory talk
and when, after some time, we had to end it, one of
the ladies asked why we could not go on with ir.
The raising-of the Kundalini rvrs u"ry srrong and
everyone felt the vibrations very powerfi.rlly. you
could really feel the desire of the beople to_have
realization. We ended the evening with meditarion
while listening to Indian music. Everyone,s face was
shining and they actually thanked us for their real-
ization upon leaving.

Many seekers ar rhe meeting felt assured by the fact
that we do not charge for giving realizaiion, but
only asked for a contribution towaids meeting costs
and posters. They felt that this was somerhin! very
sincere. They were very honest with us on this
point. They told us that because of pasr experiences,
they were now very alert about these things. It ruas
very acceprable to them rhat, whilst we needed
solne money to cover certain expenses, we were not
trying to make a living out of rhis.

!7e continued with weekly programmes, and at the
time of my deparrure, many people were still attend-
ing and setrling down nicely. Many of the seekers
started to meditate at home immediately afrer the
first programme and could feel the vibrations verv
well at horae also.
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In July some of us came together in a little chalet
close to Lillehammer (where the winter Olympics
were held two years ago). The nature was so great.
It felt so special to do puja in a place where Sahaja
Yoga is nor yer fully established. Even though the
people are not yet aware of our Holy Mother's
presence on earth, the vibrations were so strong
that the feeling of the dawning of Sahaja Yoga in
this place really filled our hearts with joy.

!7e had the feeling that the dharma was somewhat
protected from the rest of the west. One felt a strong
sense of decency from the Norwegian people, and
that they want to keep all negative western
influences out of their country. They are very
protective on this point.

I left Norway at the end of August with the feeling
that I really wanted to move there. Since I am
eligible for early retirement from rny work, and
having obtained permission frorn Shri Mataji, I will
be moving back there for some time in November.
'We are still very few in number and any help from
any established yogi would be very much
appreciated. I will be renting an apartment, so
anyone interested will be able to share with me.
Since I do not know my Norwegian number yet,
you can contact me through the Holland centre on
3L ZO 69 72 O38 after the end of October.

--Sakshi Deen, Amsterdam, Holland
and Rita Defruyt, Belgium

Greetings from Sweden

Two years ago, Sahaja Yogis from France and
Finland came to bless us with the first public pro-
gram in Sweden. Since then, Sahaja Yoga has slow-
ly been growing in Stockholm, our capital. (There

.are about 10 people now.) On the 15th of August
"this year, however, my sister and I held the first pub-
lic program outside Stockholm in the small town of
our childhood days, Oerskoeldsvik. This is what I
want to tell about and how we were so much helped
all the time.

While arranging for the prograrn, we were surprised
as to how kind people were, lending us a room with-
out charging money and so on-everything worked
out very smoothly. Also nature gave its contribu-

tion. For more than one week the sky had been
clear blue without a vestige of clouds (very uncom-
mon in Sweden). Then, in the aftemoon just before
our program, huge, black clouds were suddenly cov-
ering the sky. There was a thundering cloudburst,
clearing the whole air and then, their job done, the
clouds disappeared as quickly as they had come.

Expecting maybe 5 or 6 people, we couldn't believe
our eyes when 21 seekers in all-mostly very young
people-tried to find a place in our crowded little
room. We had to take out the chairs and they all
settled down on the floor as real yogis. It was a very
nice and joyful program with tremendous vibrations
flowing all the time. We were amazed as to how
innocent and open they were, listening with great
interest. There was not the mental, skeptical atti-
tude that is so comrnon in Stockholm and that we
thought to be typically Swedish. There were two
l3-year-old boys sitting in front like little Ganeshas,
making everybody laugh with their sweet remarks
and innocent questions.

Oerskoeldsvik is a small town in the north of
Sweden surrounded by mountains and deep forests.
I think the conditionings must be as deep as the
forests and people on the whole are quite satisfied
with their life, but the young people are really seek-
ing. Fortunately they haven't had much chance to
be spoiled by any false gurus! Actually the "market"
has got almost nothing to offer the seekers, excepr
for the great number of free churches.
(Oerskoeldsvik is therefore called the Mecca of
Sweden!)

\7e have had a few meetings after the first program
and 10-12 people have come. Sweden must be real-
ly getting ready for Sahaja Yoga; many people are
asking us about it and wanting us to give them self-
realization. \Uith our Mother's blessings, already
showered upon us, we do hope that Sahaja Yoga will
definitely mke root in this cold country of the
North!

-Stina Dickens, Sweden

Stina can be reached au
Miiltvagen 10
5-89431 Sjaelevad
Sweden
E-mail: tds@ovik.se
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October
Fr-Su 18-20
Mo 78

Nooember
SaZ
Fr-Su 8-10
TL 17.
Th T4
Th-Fr 14-29
Sa 30

December
Su1
Tu 19
We Z0
Tu 31

Navaratri Puja (Cabella)
Departure for Egypt

Tiavel to Cabella
Diwali Puja (Portugal)
Tiavel to Cabella
Ti'avel to New Delhi
Stay in Delhi
India Tour arrivals in Delhi

India Tour begins in Delhi (Full Tour)
Half Tour arrivals in Bombay
Half Tour begins in Pune
India Tour ends (Ganapatipule)

Announcements

Diwali Puja 1996 in
Portugal
The international Diwali Puja
will be in Lisbon, Portugal on
November 8, 9 and 10. A public
program with Shri Mataji is to be
h{d in Lisbon on November 7 or
8 (to be decided at Navaratri
Puja).

Registration information for each
country including a list of partic-
ipants and their arrival and
departure dates, should be sent
immediately to Diamantino at the
following fax number:

351 I Ztl 2823. His phone num'
ber is 351 931 34 7l 55.

Those who need invitations to
visit Portugal for visa purposes
can fax their name and passport
information rc the sarne number.

Books for Dharamsala
Dharamsala High School always
welcomes books to add to their
libary. Books may include reli-
gious literature, dharmic novels,
film/video, etc. If you have any
books to donate, please screen

them carefully first. Books may be
sent collectively through your
country's coordinator.

International Poetry
Project
Poetry submissions for the
International Poetry Project can
be sent to:

Serge Crettenand
10c Rue des Alpes
1196 Gland
Switzerland
Phoneffax: l4t ZZ1 364.64.03
Email: secret@mail.vtx.ch

August and September t996 r7


